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A Message From NJBA President Josh Mann

Dear NJBA Members,

I’m pleased to be addressing you on the 
heels of two highly successful in-person 
events, the Summer Soiree and NJBA 
Golf Outing. I’d like to thank our 
members who continue to support our 
industry in these uncertain times, and for 
the already outstanding numbers we have 
confirmed to-date for the 2021 Atlantic 
Builders Convention (ABC) in Atlantic 
City. Taken together, our Association and 
our Political Action Committee stand on 
solid financial footing. Last year at this 
time, such a proclamation was in serious 
question. It is because of the work of the 
incredible staff and support from all of 
you that we stand where we are today. I 
can assure you that the staff and officers 
are continuing to work on our fiscal 
strength.

In addition to holding our first in-person 
events in nearly a year, NJBA had an 
eventful spring and summer. The NJ 
Legislature was extremely active and 
NJBA worked around the clock to 
advocate for the interests of the shelter 
industry. Since the pandemic hit in 
March 2020, the Legislature met and 
discussed policies without a break until 
finally taking a recess this summer. The 
Legislature sent hundreds of bills to the 
Governor’s desk for consideration during 
budget season and NJBA was successful 
in promoting several policies to create a 
healthy housing environment. We were 
also forced to play some defense, as we 
always must.

First, some offense to report. We 
advocated strongly for monies in the 

budget to be included to support and 
sustain affordable housing. In total, over 
$77 million was included in the State 
budget for affordable and supportive 
housing programs. This is especially 
important to the members of our 
newest affiliate, the Affordable Housing 
Tax Credit Council, and continues to 
cement NJBA in the minds of our elected 
officials as one of the fiercest advocates 
for affordable housing. In addition, 
NJBA also supported (grudgingly) 
S3691/A5685 (Stack/Timberlake), which 
Governor Murphy recently signed into 
law. This is the law ending the statewide 
eviction moratorium on August 31st, 
with an extended eviction moratorium 
for residents under 80% Area Median 
Income (AMI) until December 31st while 
providing crucial assistance renters and 
landlords. We still believe that tax credits 
were a better solution for landlords and 
tenants, and we continue to advocate for 
an amendment to the law allowing for 
such a solution.

In what is a testament to the long-term 
commitment to our industry from NJBA’s 
leaders and members, the Legislature 
advanced two NJBA initiatives to the 
Governor’s desk where they currently 
await consideration. The first initiative 
was championed by NJBA past President 
Corey Wescoe, who sought to reform 
the building code inspection process 
which is causing delays throughout the 
state. If Governor Murphy signs this 
initiative, A4850/S3095 (Karabinchak/
Diegnan), builders will be permitted to 
hire a private inspection company if a 
municipality fails to perform inspections 
in their required 72 hours upon request. 

The second NJBA initiative, A4881/S3744 
(Greenwald/Beach), was championed by 
NJBA’s previous General Counsel, Robert 
Washburn, and would protect land use 
approvals that were granted during a 
virtual hearing. Since the pandemic led 
to the necessary use of remote meetings 
for public bodies, NJBA wanted to 
ensure that approvals granted by those 

public bodies could not be challenged 
solely because a public meeting was held 
virtually. We are strongly encouraging 
Governor Murphy to sign both NJBA 
initiatives, and are hopeful that he will.

On the regulatory front, NJBA also 
secured a victory this summer as the 
Department of Community Affairs 
(DCA) adopted the “benefit derived” 
and “adequate reserve” rule proposal, 
jointly authored by NJBA and the 
Community Associations Institute – NJ. 
This rule adoption was the culmination 
of over 5 years of work by NJBA’s CIC 
Task Force, founded by Past President 
George Vallone, and shepherded by Past 
President Corey Wescoe. The new rule 
will clarify numerous elements of the 
budgeting process in the development of 
PRED Communities and help to prevent 
costly transition disputes.

Turning to defense, we were successful 
in securing crucial amendments to 
numerous bills, including requirements 
for electric vehicle charging stations in 
multifamily buildings, limitations on 
screening criteria for criminal history 
on rental applications and lead paint and 
pipe inspections for certain buildings. 

NJBA is also heavily engaged in regulatory 
discussions with the Department of 
Environmental Protection (DEP) on 
the forthcoming Protecting Against 
Climate Threats (PACT) rulemaking in 
addition to the implementation of the 
Green Infrastructure Stormwater rule 
and remediation guidance. Thanks to 
NJBA’s advocacy work, DEP recently 
revised guidance on the ability to count 
for infiltration in small scale treatment 
devices which will offer a significant 
benefit and space saving to stormwater 
designers. NJBA will now prepare for 
the likely autumn publication of the 
PACT rule which stands to dramatically 
transform flood, stormwater and coastal 
rules. 

Continued on page 11
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Ultimate Guide to STOP Basement Water Leaks
By: Walt Keaveny

Three Things Cause Problems in Homes 
--- Water, Water, and Water!

Water is a home’s greatest enemy. Due 
primarily to gravity, water often finds its 
way into basements. In fact, over half of 
all basements have some moisture issues. 
Basement walls and floors are the most 
common locations for water leaks in a 
home. This guide may help identify the 
source of water to stop the leak. 

Basements are essentially below-grade 
space surrounded by soil. Soil generally 
contains a significant amount of moisture, 
and that moisture normally causes 
higher humidity and some dampness or 
condensation in basements. This can often 
be corrected with simple adjustments 
to the heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning (HVAC) system, or by using 
a dehumidifier.

What is not normal is a water leak that is 
seen trickling. This is important to correct. 
Fortunately, water leaks in basements 
rarely represent a structural deficiency. 
However, it is beneficial to terminate the 
source of water to avoid: (1) saturating 
soils that support the foundation, (2) rot 
and degradation of wooden framing, 
(3) damage to drywall and finishes, (4) 
damage to household items, (5) mold, and 
(6) vermin.

Three Major Water Sources Cause 
Basement Leaks

By far the most common source of water 
for basement leaks is rainfall. Hundreds 
or even thousands of gallons of water can 
fall on a roof from a single rainfall event. 
In colder climates or seasons, snowmelt 
may replace rainfall as a source of water. 
Another major source of water is irrigation. 
Any irrigation near the foundation should 
be closely monitored to avoid generating 
excess water. The last major source of water 

is shallow groundwater. If groundwater is 
present, the elevation can fluctuate over 
time depending on the season, frequency 
of rainfall, amount of irrigation, and nearby 
bodies of water.

Water Migration into Basements 

Any water that makes its way to the 
foundation will be stopped by basement 
walls and floors made of either poured 
concrete or concrete blocks…right? 
Wrong! It’s important to note that 
concrete is porous and does not stop water 
migration. In fact, concrete actually absorbs 
water like a wick due to a phenomenon 
called capillary suction. Concrete walls and 
floors may also have normal shrinkage 
cracks, seams, joints, windows, and utility 
penetrations that can accelerate water 
migration.

Damp Proofing versus Waterproofing

The exterior surface of most basement 
walls in newer homes is typically spray-
coated with damp proofing. Damp proofing 
is used as a capillary suction moisture 
break on concrete walls (a plastic barrier 
below the floor serves the same purpose). 
If a significant source of water is identified 
before a basement is constructed, then 
a waterproofing membrane is typically 
installed instead of damp proofing. 

Waterproofing serves to capture water that 
contacts walls and conveys it to foundation 
drains (aka, drain tiles). This avoids the 
build-up of hydrostatic pressure and 
resultant leaks. Foundation drains convey 
water to a daylight discharge point or to a 
sump pump.

White Powdery Deposits

Don’t be alarmed if there are some limited 
white powdery deposits on concrete 
basement walls or floors. This is relatively 
common. It is called efflorescence, and 
simply caused by moisture in concrete 
that evaporates, leaving behind mineral 
deposits. This is similar to the white residue 
remaining in a pot after boiling away the 
water. A dilute solution of white vinegar 
and water can be used to wash it away.

Got a Leak – Need to Seek the Source

Basement leaks can generally be avoided 
with routine maintenance. If a leak does 
occur, most often it is relatively simple to 
stop. The key is to identify the source of 
water. First, consider a few basic questions. 
Where does the leak occur? When did the 
leak first start? Is it periodic or constant? 
Does it get worse after rainfall or irrigation 
events? 

Once you’ve answered these foundational 
questions, use the attached checklist at the 
end of this article to identify the source of 
the water.

• Is there soil erosion, soil settlement, soil 
saturation, standing water, or flooding 
around the foundation?

• Do rain gutters overflow due to being 
clogged with debris?

• Do rain gutter downspouts and extensions 
flow freely, and discharge water at least 5 

About the Author: 
Walt Keaveny, MS, PE, PG is the Risk and Underwriting Manager for America’s leading new home warranty company, 2-10 Home 
Buyers Warranty. Mr. Keaveny is licensed as both a Professional Engineer and Professional Geoscientist with over 30 years of 
engineering and construction experience. His articles have been broadly distributed by the NAHB and local HBAs.
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New Jersey BPU’s New Solar Program Maintains a Robust Incentive for Residential 
Solar Installations
By: Barbara J. Koonz

On July 28, 2021, the New Jersey Board of 
Public Utilities (BPU) established a new 
economic incentive program for solar 
energy projects to be constructed in New 
Jersey. The program, which is referred to 
as the Successor Solar Incentive (SuSI) 
Program, has been under development 
for over two years and replaces New 
Jersey’s successful Solar Renewable 
Energy Certificate (SREC) and Transition 
Incentive Renewable Energy Certificate 
(TI or TREC) Programs.  

SuSI Program Overview

While the SuSI Program reduces incentives 
for commercial solar installations, it 
establishes a residential project incentive 
comparable to that available under the 
current TREC Program, wherein a solar 
generator is awarded a renewable energy 
certificate (REC) for each megawatt-hour 
(MWh) of solar electricity generated.  The 
value of a certificate depends upon the 
type of solar installation (e.g., residential, 
non-residential, ground-mount, roof-top, 
etc.).  Under the TREC Program, a 
residential solar project earns $91.20 per 
MWh.  Under the new SuSI Program, a 
residential project will earn $90.00 per 
MWh.  

Through the SuSI Program, the BPU 
seeks to strike a balance between 
incentivizing continued investment 
in solar projects without imposing an 
unreasonable economic burden on New 
Jersey electricity customers responsible 
for funding the incentive programs.  Solar 
industry representatives have expressed 
concern that the SuSI incentives are 
insufficient to sustain robust solar 
development.  In contrast, consumer 
advocates and customer groups have 

asserted that the proposed SuSI incentives 
are unnecessarily generous. 

The BPU, however, is confident that the 
new incentives are sufficient to sustain the 
continued construction of solar energy 
systems in New Jersey. A strong solar 
incentive program will be necessary if 
New Jersey is to achieve its ambitious 
Energy Master Plan goal of generating 
34% of the State’s required energy from 
solar electricity by 2050.  

For non-residential projects, the SuSI 
incentives are generally less favorable 
than the TREC incentives. As a result, 
commercial property owners intending 
to install solar generation systems should 
consider registering their projects with 
the BPU prior to the August 27, 2021 
closure of the TREC Program.   

The new solar incentive program is 
required by both the New Jersey Clean 
Energy Act of 2018 (CEA) and the 
recently adopted Solar Act of 2021 
(S2605).  The CEA required the BPU to 

replace its SREC Program when 5.1% of 
the total energy sold in New Jersey was 
produced by solar generation systems.  
This 5.1% solar production threshold was 
achieved on April 30, 2020, at which time 
the BPU closed the SREC Program to 
new entrants.  The BPU then established 
a Transition Incentive (TI) Program to 
maintain incentives (TRECs) until the 
BPU developed the SuSI Program.  

The SuSI Program consists of two 
components: (1) an Administratively 
Determined Incentive (ADI), and (2) a 
Competitive Solar Incentive (CSI).  The 
ADI is a fixed incentive payment applicable 
to net-metered (e.g., residential) projects 
of 5 MWs or less.  The SuSI Program 
provides one Solar Renewable Energy 
Certificate II (SREC–II) for every MWh of 
solar electricity produced by a qualifying 
facility, with an additional $20/MWh 
added for public entities, such as school 
districts and municipalities.  

ADI Component

The ADI is available for residential, 
community solar, public projects, and 
most commercial and industrial solar 
projects.  The value of each SREC-II 
will vary based upon the solar project 
installation type (e.g., rooftop, canopy, 
ground mount), customer classification 
(e.g., residential, community solar, public) 
and project size.  Incentive amounts under 
the SuSI Program will be reviewed and 
reset every three years for new program 
entrants, if appropriate, based upon 
market circumstances.  

The SREC-II values for the ACI incentives 
are shown below: 

About the Authors: 
Ms. Koonz is Chair of the Energy, Renewable Resources & Sustainable Development Practice Group at Greenbaum, Rowe, Smith 
& Davis LLP.  A partner in the firm’s Environmental Department, she regularly represents solar developers and commercial and 
industrial clients in connection with solar energy projects. Ms. Koonz can be reached at 973.577.1894 or by email at bkoonz@
greenbaumlaw.com. 
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Drafting Construction Contracts During And Post-Pandemic: 
It’s No Time For A “Jersey Contract” – Part Two
By: Daniel J. Kluska and Donald E. Taylor

This article is the second in the two-part 
series on construction contracts during 
and post-pandemic.  In the first article, 
we focused on the importance of a 
well-defined scope of work, thorough 
project schedules, and a tailored 
force majeure provision to avoid or 
at least minimize disputes with the 
various challenges caused by the global 
pandemic.  Unlike the handshake “Jersey 
Contract” that Frankie Valli suggested 
in the Broadway hit Jersey Boys, a 
well-defined construction contract is 
more critical than ever to reduce or 
allocate risks.  In this article, we consider 
contract provisions addressing price 
escalation and substitution of goods, 
health and safety requirements, and 
indemnification provisions.  

Price Escalation and Substitution of 
Products

Many contractors have been faced with 
challenges relating to a shortage of and 
resulting modest to substantial price 
increases for materials such as lumber, 
gypsum drywall, steel and aluminum 
caused by the pandemic.  Associated 
Builders and Contractors trade 
association reported earlier this year that 
iron and steel prices increased 15.6% 
from January 2020 to January 2021, and 
that lumber prices had increased by a 
whopping 73% during the same period.  
While lumber prices have recently fallen 
significantly, there have been and may 
continue to be supply chain disruptions 
resulting from the introduction and 
spread of the Delta variant and other 
variants in the foreseeable future.  That 
roller coaster uncertainty can wreak 
havoc on construction budgets. 

It has thus become even more important 
for owners and contractors to define 
who bears the risks of price escalation.  
The parties should consider and define 
the level of price escalation that might 
trigger entitlement to a cost increase 
and the mechanism to seek and obtain 
any cost increases.  Such a defined price 
escalation provision can benefit both 
parties.  The contractor is protected from 
significantly increased costs, while the 
owner will benefit from bids that do not 
build the uncertainty of material costs 
into the initial process.  

With certain materials that have or 
will become more difficult and costly 
to obtain, the parties should also 
consider substitutions and “or equal” 
provisions.  Contract specifications 
may contain “proprietary” or restrictive 
specifications that identify a particular 
item by manufacturer, brand, make or 
model.  Such proprietary specifications 
are generally enforceable.  As one federal 
court mused:  “If a contractor can bind 
himself to build a snowman in August, 
it can also bind itself to supply a brand 
name.”  Most specifications, however, 
contain an “or equal” provision allowing 
the contractor to locate more readily 
available or less costly substitutes 
provided the goods are the functional 
equivalent of specified goods and of 

equal quality.  Whether the substituted 
goods are, in fact, of equal quality is often 
a source of conflict.  It is wise to define 
the process by which a contractor wishes 
to substitute goods of a supposedly 
equal quality.  This permits the owner, 
or its designated design professional, to 
evaluate substitute goods before they 
are acquired and incorporated into the 
project thereby avoiding a later dispute.

Health and Safety and Indemnification

Parties should revisit and revamp 
contract provisions requiring 
contractors to protect the health and 
safety of employees and others at the site 
in light of the additional and evolving 
health and safety challenges caused by 
the virus.  While contracts typically 
require contractors to implement safety 
and health precautions and programs, 
owners have been required to implement 
numerous policies to protect all present 
at the site specifically from COVID-
19.  While the Governor has issued 
several executive orders over the past 
few months relaxing such requirements, 
owners are still encouraged to implement 
these policies in recognition of the 
spread of coronavirus variants and the 
recent spike of cases, and may in any 
event be required to do so again if the 
Governor believes any increase in the 
rate and severity of cases warrants it.  
There are many costs associated with 
adherence to these policies, such as the 
provision of masks, gloves and portable 
washing stations for workers, frequent 
sanitization of high-touch areas at the 
worksite, tents or other structures to 
allow for outdoor worksite meetings, 
and new signage, for which the parties 

About the Authors: 
Daniel J. Kluska and Donald E. Taylor are shareholders on the Construction Law team at Wilentz, Goldman & Spitzer, P.A. They 
represent owners, builders, developers and general contractors in construction delay and defect litigation and transition litigation 
matters. Dan serves as Construction Counsel to the NJBA. Contact them at: dkluska@wilentz.com or 732.855.6033 and dtaylor@
wilentz.com or 732.855.6434. 
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Building on the Riparian
By: Peter A. Chacanias, Esq.

It’s a dream many share in New Jersey; 
to own, or better yet, to build a home 
on the water.  As buyers find themselves 
leaving the dense atmosphere of the city, 
the demand for such homes, and the 
materials to construct or renovate those 
homes, is high, and prices are rising to 
meet that demand.  For those looking 
to buy, sell, build, or renovate a home in 
one of New Jersey’s many beach towns, 
there may be an added cost that cannot 
be found on Zillow. The one owed to the 
State as it asserts its claim of ownership of 
the riparian that exists (or once existed) 
on the property.  The term “riparian” 
refers to lands located on the banks of a 
natural body of water, including a river, 
lake, or the ocean.  Riparian doctrine in 
New Jersey gives property owners along 
natural bodies of water the right to access 
and make reasonable use of those waters 
– known as a riparian right – yet this is 
separate and distinct from ownership.  

New Jersey law dictates that the State 
owns, in fee simple, all riparian lands 
that are currently or were previously 
flowed by the mean high tide of a natural 
waterway.  This means that if any portion 
of the property is currently or was 
formerly flowed by tide, the State claims 
ownership to that portion of the property, 
constituting a costly black cloud on the 
property’s title. This includes tidal streams 
that flowed over a century ago and have 
since been filled in and built over, as long 
as there is record of the streams’ existence 
in maps dating back to the 19th century 
and/or aerial photography. A riparian 
claim can spell disaster for those looking 
to build or renovate a home on or near 
the water, and the only way to clear title is 
by: (1) obtaining a license from the New 
Jersey Bureau of Tidelands Management 
(the “Bureau”); or by (2) purchasing the 
land from the State by a riparian grant.  

It is Bureau policy, with certain exceptions, 
not to sell riparian lands that are still 
flowed by tidewaters.  A property owner 
seeking to make use of the riparian to, for 
example, construct a dock, boat mooring, 
or jet ski lift must obtain a license, which 
is essentially annual rent paid to the State 
to use its land.  Tidelands licenses can 
typically be revoked by the Bureau at 
any time, and failure to obtain a license 
can result in the Bureau filing a Notice 
of Action which acts as a lien against the 
property, further clouding title, and can 
also result in back rent.  

For riparian lands that are no longer 
flowed by tidewaters, a property owner 
can purchase the claimed lands by a 
riparian grant, the method by which the 
State conveys riparian lands to its citizens.  
The cost of a grant depends on the square 
footage of the claim in relation to the 
appraised value of the land, and can range 
from $1,000.00 – the minimum cost of 
a grant – to hundreds of thousands of 
dollars for larger claims. There are ways to 
obtain a discounted price for a grant.  The 
first is the litigation risk discount, which 
is typically applied where the waterbody 
that flowed has been filled in and built 
over, and there are no remnants of the 
waterbody existing in aerial photography.  
Another is based in good faith, wherein 
property owners are given a discount if 
they or their family members purchased 
the property prior to the adoption of the 
tidelands maps, in which the State asserts 
its claims, in the early 1980s.     

The existence of a riparian claim can be 
uncovered with a simple title search. 
Property owners and builders must be 
diligent in their review of title to uncover 
not only the existence of a claim, but 
whether a predecessor in title has already 
obtained a grant.  Even in those situations 

where there is a prior grant, that does 
not end the inquiry. There have been 
cases where the State has attempted to 
claim title to lands that have already been 
purchased by a grant. See, e.g., Perri v. 
State, No. A-3926-16T3, 2018 N.J. Super. 
Unpub. LEXIS 2600 (App. Div. Nov. 28, 
2018) (finding the State conveyed fee 
simple title to all riparian lands in riparian 
grant and did not retain right to license 
plaintiff ’s use of riparian).  

Another important question is whether 
the prior grant was included, and thus, 
conveyed in the subsequent deeds of 
conveyance.  The New Jersey Supreme 
Court has made clear that while a riparian 
right passes as appurtenant to a parcel of 
land, a riparian grant does not. See Panetta 
v. Equity One, Inc., 190 N.J. 307 (2007).  A 
riparian grant is “the conveyance of real 
property divided from the uplands by a 
fixed boundary, no different from any 
other conveyance of land.” Id. at 319.  Thus, 
“without specific mention in the deed or 
other evidence that the parties intended 
its inclusion, a riparian grant will not pass 
appurtenant to another distinct parcel.” 
Id. at 309. Thankfully, if a party can prove 
that the grant’s omission was inadvertent, 
the deed can be “construed… to conform 
to the parties’ intent.” Id. at 322; Vagnoni v. 
Gibbons, 251 N.J. Super. 402, 405-06 (Ch.
Div.1991) (finding the parties intended 
to include riparian grant and reading 
ambiguous deed accordingly).  

Buying or building a home on the water 
is a dream for many.  Don’t let that dream 
be clouded by a riparian claim.  A little 
due diligence can help buyers uncover 
not only the existence of claims, but the 
most cost-effective way to resolve them. 
Be vigilant. And enjoy the view.

About the Author: 
Peter A. Chacanias is an attorney in HLS’ zoning and land use group, and concentrates his practice in waterfront development 
and tidelands matters. The contents of this article are for informational purposes only and none of these materials are offered, nor 
should they be construed, as legal advice or a legal opinion based on any specific facts or circumstances. Peter can be reached at 
856.355.2992 or by email at chacanias@hylandlevin.com.
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Clearing the Fog of Due Diligence Reporting
By: Mark Pietrucha, LSRP, and Candace Baker, LSRP

The ongoing debate about whether 
Licensed Site Remediation Professionals 
(LSRPs) are obligated to report discharges 
when performing due diligence prior 
to property purchase continues to 
confound. 

An ad hoc committee of the NJ Site 
Remediation Professional Licensing 
Board was convened this year to answer 
the question, but so far has not reached 
consensus. They will resume their 
discussions in the fall. 

In the meantime, potential buyers have 
to decide whether to hire LSRPs - the best 
evaluators of potential environmental 
risks - for due diligence in New Jersey. 
In stark contrast, someone with similar 
or lesser experience to an LSRP but 
who is not licensed also can perform 
environmental due diligence as part of a 
potential property purchase. 

It is an odd situation. In essence, state-
licensed remediation professionals 
are often excluded from performing 
pre-purchase due diligence because of 
what they might find and what some 
think they should say. In these cases, 
LSRP expertise is penalized.

What are LSRPs required to do? Are 
they obligated to report a discharge of 
pollutants only when they are conducting 
remediation? Or are they required to 
report a discharge of pollutants whenever 
they see it independent of whether they 
are conducting remediation? And is 
All Appropriate Inquiry – the legal 
term for pre-purchase due diligence 
- remediation?

If you look only at the law, the answer 
is clear. There is nothing in statutes or 
regulations that require LSRPs to report 
a discharge unless they are managing, 

supervising or performing remediation. If 
they are retained to provide LSRP services 
for a particular site, they are required to 
report a previously unreported discharge 
at that site to the person responsible for 
conducting remediation and the New 
Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection (NJDEP). That is stated and 
clear. They are also required to report to 
the person responsible and the NJDEP 
any condition that in their judgment is 
an immediate environmental concern to 
human health or to the environment.

The question is, “What is remediation?” 
Until the Site Remediation Reform 
Act was amended in 2019, all previous 
definitions of remediation required 
there first to be a known, suspected 
or threatened discharge to begin 
remediation. 

Now, instead of actively looking for 
something specific, a preliminary 
assessment, site investigation, remedial 
investigation, remedial action or “any 
portion thereof ” is remediation under 
the NJDEP’s interpretation. Without 
explicitly stating it, the NJDEP is 
suggesting that if an LSRP is involved in 
any way the services they are providing 
are remediation. In fact, All Appropriate 
Inquiry pre-purchase due diligence 
appears nowhere in any definition of 
remediation.

The LSRPA, the association representing 
LSRPs, believes this reading of the 
definition of remediation is overly broad 
and flawed. 

For one, remediation is done by a 
person responsible for conducting 
a remediation, a legal definition for 
either those initially responsible for a 
discharge or someone who is conducting 
remediation. A potential buyer does not 

meet this definition and performing 
pre-purchase due diligence has nothing 
to do with remediation. It has to do with 
legal protection against liability for a site 
clean-up for pre-existing contamination.

Precedent already also exists that 
LSRPs performing due diligence are 
not conducting remediation. In an 
administrative proceeding in 2011, 
the NJ Site Remediation Professional 
Licensing Board, which oversees LSRPs, 
specifically stated that an LSRP who 
assisted with due diligence performed 
on behalf of a prospective purchaser, was 
not required to report the discovery of 
a discharge because the LSRP was not 
retained to perform remediation at that 
time. Now, a decade later, the licensing 
board ad hoc committee is considering 
the issue again. 

With competing interpretations of the 
laws, new legislation may be the only 
solution. In fact, many organizations 
have advocated for just that.

During stakeholder proceedings before 
2019’s revisions to the SRRA, the NJDEP 
argued that reporting obligations for 
all parties should be expanded, not 
just LSRPs. Proposals were made that 
“any person” who became aware of a 
discharge should report it and that real 
estate contracts that limited disclosure of 
discharges should be outlawed.

The LSRPA also advocated to clarify 
the SRRA language to say LSRPs do not 
have a reporting obligation during due 
diligence to ensure professionals with 
rigorous education and experience would 
be available to assist in transactional due 
diligence.

None of these proposals were introduced 
to the legislature and they cannot be 

About the Author: 
Mark Pietrucha, President of the Licensed Site Remediation Professionals Association, is a Professional Engineer and LSRP with 
Woodard & Curran in Cherry Hill. Candace Baker, a member of the New Jersey Builders Association, is a Senior Project Manager 
and LSRP with Langan Engineering & Environmental Services in Parsippany. Mark can be reached at 800.426.4262 or by email at 
mpietrucha@woodardcurran.com. Candace can be reached at 973.560.4900 or by email baker@langan.com.
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How Effective Communication Can Overcome Opposition to Redevelopment
By: Philip Swibinski

Developers in New Jersey will always 
face their share of hurdles — scarce and 
expensive land, high labor costs and 
administrative red tape usually being 
first among them. But increasingly, one 
of the greatest challenges facing the 
industry is political opposition to new 
development that centers on fears of 
traffic, noise, changes to neighborhood 
character, resistance to affordable housing 
and sometimes even racism. How 
developers, elected officials and advocacy 
organizations like the NJBA confront that 
anti-development mindset could play a 
crucial role in whether or not New Jersey 
can meet housing demand over the next 
30 years and whether the industry will be 
able to thrive. 

In local elections throughout the 
state, NIMBYism and opposition to 
development have threatened progress 
until pro-development forces worked to 
beat it back and break through the noise 
with sharp, detailed messaging about 
how redevelopment can positively impact 
a community. These hotly contested 
municipal elections where development 
was a key issue all present unique insights 
around messaging that the development 
community as a whole should digest and 
embrace as it works to get other projects 
off the ground and moving forward. 

The City of Hackensack is rapidly 
becoming known for its downtown 
redevelopment boom, with dozens 
of projects dotting Main Street and 
surrounding areas. But that progress was 
seriously threatened in 2017 and again in 
2021 by City Council slates opposing the 
incumbent team that strongly supported 
bringing new development to the city. 

Mayor John Labrosse and his team 
quickly realized that in order to win the 
argument they needed to directly confront 
misinformation on one of the true hot 
button issues in local politics — PILOTs, 
or Payment in Lieu of Taxes programs, 
which the city had used aggressively to 
attract investment and which the Mayor’s 
opponents were constantly spreading 
misinformation about, often enraging 
longtime residents and convincing 
them that new developments would pay 
nothing in taxes. 

Rather than sit back and allow their 
opponents to define the terms of the 
debate, the Labrosse campaign took 
the challenge on directly with specific, 
real-world examples of how PILOT 
programs were taking parcels that paid 
little to nothing in property taxes and 
allowing them to generate hundreds 
of thousands of dollars per year in city 
revenue. They then connected that new 
revenue to investments in city recreation 
programs and parks, as well as to 
reductions in the municipal tax levy to 
paint a picture of a plan that is working. 
Residents saw it their way and voted 
strongly in favor of the Labrosse Team. 

A similar situation was present in an 
election in Bayonne, when another 
incumbent team led by Mayor Jimmy 
Davis faced harsh criticism from an 
opposition slate that claimed that new 
development would fundamentally 
change the character of the city. With 
Bayonne’s history as one of the most 
prideful, provincial cities in the state, 
that messaging had the potential to 
seriously damage the Mayor and his 
team. To confront it, he took a wider view 

and looked at where the city was before 
development, and where it could go in the 
future. 

At the time of the election in 2018, 
Bayonne’s local government was working 
its way out of a structural budget deficit 
that had existed for years by utilizing 
revenue from redevelopment initiatives. 
At the same time, exciting progress was 
being made at the former Military Ocean 
Terminal site, a massive man-made 
peninsula jutting into New York Harbor 
that had been vacated by the U.S. Army 
years earlier but languished under 
previous city administrations. Rather than 
let his opponents define development as 
harming the city, Mayor Davis distributed 
a positive, exciting vision for Bayonne’s 
future, centered on the MOTBY site. By 
showing residents that development didn’t 
just mean new buildings but also a Costco, 
Walmart, Starbucks and, perhaps most 
exciting, a new Ferry terminal, he made 
the case that development was less scary 
and more thrilling. The residents agreed 
and Mayor Davis was overwhelmingly 
reelected. 

In both of these elections as well as others 
in recent years in Bloomfield, Belleville, 
Englewood, North Bergen, West New 
York and more, crafting compelling 
messaging around development helped 
campaigns break through the noise and 
convince residents that change can be 
good and the future can be bright. Those 
same techniques can help developers 
themselves tell their stories, whether 
internally to key stakeholders or externally 
to the public. 

About the Author: 
Philip Swibinski, Chief Operating Officer, Vision Media Marketing Inc. — vmmi.net 
Vision Media is one of New Jersey’s leading communications and media consulting firms, helping our clients tell their stories 
and connect with their audiences. We work with elected officials, political campaigns, municipalities, government agencies, 
developers, labor unions, utilities and many other types of organizations to break through today’s cluttered media landscape and 
reach their target audiences with creative, effective messaging that helps win elections, drive public opinion and shape business 
outcomes.   201-978-8651 phil@vmmi.net 
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A Message From NJBA President 
Josh Mann
Continued from page 2

Ultimate Guide to STOP Basement 
Water Leaks
Continued from page 3

Clearing the Fog of Due Diligence 
Reporting
Continued from page 7

I look forward to bringing you more 
positive news as NJBA fights to change 
the narrative surrounding residential 
development when we meet at Harrah’s 
for ABC October 11-13. If you have 
not already booked your spot for the 
Presidents Party, please make sure you 
do to celebrate the tremendous work 
we have been doing this year, honor my 
Predecessor Michael Canuso and support 
the Builders Political Action Committee 
(BPAC). Support for BPAC is extremely 
important this year since all members 
of the Legislature and the Governor are 
on the ballot. The pandemic has made 
it clear that the “Not In My Backyard” 
mindset has crippled New Jersey’s 
ability to provide meaningful housing 
opportunities to many of its citizens., and 
the data is clearer than ever that building 
more market rate housing is the clearest 
path toward ensuring affordability. The 
recent Census numbers showing our 
population grew by nearly half a million 
people since to 2010 only makes our 
message clearer… we need to build more 
housing. 

feet from the foundation?

•  Do any sump pumps operate properly?

• Has the foundation drain system been 
checked for clogs?

• Is the ground surface at least 6 inches 
below the top of the basement wall?

• Does the ground surface slope downward 
at least 6 inches in the first 10 feet away 
from the foundation? (If 10 feet of land is 
not available, does the water drain away 
in a swale or ditch located at least 5 feet 
from the foundation, or collect in area 
catch basins?)

• Are there any barriers that keep water 
from draining at least 5 feet from the 
foundation such as flowerbeds, edging, 

berms, planters, sidewalks, patios, or 
driveway?

• Does water drain to the foundation from 
surrounding properties?

• Do any storm drains and area catch 
basins operate properly?

• Is the ground surface within 5 feet of 
the foundation receiving excessive 
irrigation?

• Has the irrigation system been checked 
for leaks?

• Do drainage systems in window wells 
and sunken stairwells operate properly?

• Is the groundwater elevation below the 
basement floor elevation?

• Are there leaks or overflow from the 
pool or spa, associated piping, or water 
features?

• Are there leaks from sewer pipes or the 
septic system?

• Are there leaks from faulty, damaged, or 
frozen pipes and faucets? (To check for 
non-visible leaks, turn off all water and 
check to see if the water meter stops; and 
also check for abnormally elevated water 
bills.)

• Is there overflow from floor drains, tubs, 
or toilets?

• Are there any leaking pipes or hoses from 
the water heater, humidifier, water tank, 
dishwasher, or washing machine?

Basement Waterproofing Specialist

Hopefully this guide helped identify the 
source of water and stopped the leak. If 
not, it may be prudent to call a basement 
waterproofing specialist for additional 
diagnosis and recommendations. The 
local Building Official is a good source of 
referrals for specialists. The specialist may 
dig a hole adjacent to the basement wall 
near a leak to identify an exterior water 

source. The specialist may recommend 
sealing any leaking areas of concrete walls 
or floors by injecting a special sealant. In 
rare cases, if the water source cannot be 
stopped, the specialist may recommend 
either an exterior or interior drainage 
system to intercept and properly discharge 
water.

Water is the enemy, but it can be defeated 
with routine maintenance and prudent 
response to any leaks.

found in the 2019 law. In fact, despite 
the confusion, a cursory look of pending 
legislation finds no bill to clarify the role 
of LSRPs in due diligence.

Although the activities of LSRPs are 
regulated by the state Licensing Board 
and presumably could be changed to 
require LSRP disclosure in all situations, 
in more than a decade of the LSRP 
program,  no such regulation has been 
enacted. It is possible the NJDEP could 
force the issue through its rule making 
process. If such a rule were proposed, it 
would likely face strong opposition.

So, what is a potential purchaser of 
a property to do? Some sellers have 
inserted language into contracts 
specifically saying an LSRP cannot be 
hired to perform due diligence to avoid 
any potential that an LSRP would be 
required to report a discharge. 

This is short sighted. The LSRPs’ integrity 
is part of their license and their mission. 
As part of any due diligence team, they 
will provide the best, true and reliable 
assessment of a property’s environmental 
liabilities. 

But until someone shines a light to clarify 
the LSRP’s disclosure responsibilities in 
due diligence, property buyers may be 
left in the dark.
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New Jersey BPU’s New Solar Program Maintains a Robust Incentive for 
Residential Solar Installations
Continued from page 4

Market Segment System Size
(MWdc)

Incentive 
Value ($/
SREC-II)

Incentive 
Value for 
Public 
Entities  
($/SREC-II)

Current TREC Incentive Value ($/
TREC)  
($152 as factored)

Residential All types and 
sizes

$90 N/A $91.20 (0.6 factor)

Small Net Metered Non-
Residential on Rooftop, Carport, 
Canopy and Floating Solar

Projects smaller 
than 1 MW

$100 $120 $152 (1.0 factor).

Large Net Metered Non-
Residential on Rooftop, Carport, 
Canopy and Floating Solar

Projects 1 MW 
to 5 MW

$90 $110 $152 (1.0 factor)

Small Ground Mount Net 
Metered Non-Residential

Projects smaller 
than 1 MW

$85 $105 $91.20 (0.6 factor)

Large Ground Mount Net 
Metered Non-Residential

Projects 1 MW 
to 5 MW

$80 $100 $91.20 (0.6 factor)

Community Solar Non-LMI Up to 5 MW $70 N/A $129.20(0.85 factor)
Community Solar LMI Up to 5 MW $90 N/A $129.20(0.85 factor)
Interim Subsection (t) All types and 

sizes
$100 (1.0)N/A Rooftop $152 Ground mount $91.20

CSI Component

The CSI is applicable to grid-supply 
projects and net-metered commercial 
and industrial projects in excess of 5 
MWs.  CSIs will be awarded based 
upon a competitive solicitation process 
intended to establish the lowest financial 
contribution possible from ratepayers.  
The competitive solicitation process 
will be conducted annually, with the 
first competitive solicitation expected 
to occur in early to mid-2022.  Under 
the competitive solicitation process, a 
fixed incentive payment will be paid to 
successful bidders for each MWh of solar 
electricity generated over a fifteen-year 
qualification life

The BPU’s solar incentive programs have 
established New Jersey as a national 
leader in solar energy production. The 
SuSI Program should enable New Jersey 
to continue its solar development success.  

Drafting Construction Contracts During And Post-Pandemic:  
It’s No Time For A “Jersey Contract” – Part Two
Continued from page 5

will need to agree as to how they will be 
shared and allocated between them.  

The parties should likewise consider 
whether they will each bear their own risk 
of contracting COVID-19 by including 
pandemic-specific indemnification 
provisions.  The parties may wish to add 
reciprocal provisions cross-indemnifying 
one another for COVID-related illnesses 
that may look something like: Absent 
gross negligence or reckless conduct, 
Subcontractor/Contractor/Owner 
shall indemnify and hold harmless 
one another, their respective agents, 
subcontractors and employees, from 
and against any and all claims, damages, 
losses and expenses, arising out of or 
resulting from exposure to COVID-19 
or any other communicable illness. 

The COVID-19 global pandemic 
has created and continues to create 
unprecedented challenges for all.  The 
construction industry is no different.  
While this article is not intended to 
identify every possible pandemic-related 
issue that might be addressed by pointed 
contract language, it is our hope that 
contracting parties will caucus with 
their in-house or outside legal teams to 
consider the unique new challenges each 
project presents and negotiate upfront 
who will bear responsibility for each.  It 
will be time, energy and resources well 
spent.
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